Abstract. We present an algorithm for computing instanton numbers of plane curves. The algorithm has been implemented in the symbolic computer algebra program Macaulay2. A comparison is made between these and some other invariants of plane curves.
In this paper we prove that the computation of h and w can be automated. We implemented our algorithm in the symbolic computer algebra package Macaulay2 (due to Grayson-Stillman [GS] ).
In instanton terminology, w is called the width of the instanton and h is called the height of the instanton. These are clearly analytic invariants of the bundle. To use them as invariants of the analytic class of the singularity, and to perform the calculations, we choose charts for the bundle and a representative p of the singularity. If a different representativep of the germ of the singularity is chosen, then by classical theory it is known that there exists a holomorphic change of coordinates taking p top. The same change of coordinates has to be made to take the bundle E(j, p) to a bundleĒ(j,p). E andĒ are isomorphic bundles and therefore have the same invariants. In this sense the numbers can be considered as analytic invariants for germs of singularities. For the calculations in this paper we chose the following coordinates.
We fix, once and for all, the following charts: C 2 = U ∪ V where U = {(z, u)} ≃ C 2 ≃ {(ξ, v)} = V with (ξ, v) = (z −1 , zu) in U ∩ V. Once these charts are fixed, there is a canonical choice of transition matrix for bundles on C 2 ; namely, we recall from [G2, Thm. 2.1] , that if E is a holomorphic bundle on C 2 with E| ℓ ≃ O(j) ⊕ O(−j), then E has a transition matrix of the form z 
is a polynomial in z, z −1 and u. The blow-up map is given by x → u, y → zu, therefore, the polynomial p(x, y) in this coordinates should be written as p(u, zu).
Definition 0.3: Given a polynomial p(x, y) and an integer j we define E(j, p) to be the bundle given in the above charts by the transition matrix
Before giving the algorithm, we illustrate some of the results obtained for instanton numbers by tabulating them together with some of the classical invariants.
Some tables
Simple tables for monomials and small splitting type. In some cases instanton numbers give finer information than the classical invariants. Some examples for higher splitting type We now proceed to calculate the invariants. Throughout, x, y, u and z are variables over the underlying field. For any polynomial p and any integer j we set p| j to be the subpolynomial of p consisting of all those terms whose u-degree does not exceed j.
Computing the instanton width
This is computed algorithmically as follows. Given a polynomial p(x, y) ∈ C[x, y], and a non-negative integer j, consider the transition matrix
Let M be the completion of the stalk π * E at zero, that is, y] ]-modules, where ℓ n is the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood of ℓ. The computation of the inverse limit can be quite involved, however, in this case calculations can be simplified. Set
We determine the C[[x, y]]-module structure of M. Given our choice of coordinates, M is generated by all holomorphic vectors v over C[ [z, u] 
. M is finitely generated by polynomial vectors over C [z, u] . We then compute the cokernel of the natural injection of M into its double dual. This cokernel has finite length (equal its dimension as a C-vector space) and the main goal in this section is to compute this length. For the examples we use here, the polynomials have integer coefficients. We automated the calculation of these invariants with the symbolic computer algebra package Macaulay2. First of all, to speed up the computations, we worked over various finite fields rather than over the field of complex numbers. When the characteristic of the finite field is sufficiently large, by the finite generation the passage to a finite field does not affect the results. Thus we start with:
where all i and l are non-negative, and a il , b il are (unknowns) in the field. These represent all the possible holomorphic vectors over F [ [z, u] ], where F is the base field. We need to find the subset of all those for which T v is holomorphic over
. This restriction yields relations among the unknowns a il , b il . To get all such relations, it is necessary that at the outset the a il , b il be variables. We first define a function which will set up these new variables a il , b il in a new ring. However, a computer cannot handle infinitely many variables, so we need some restrictions first. We establish these before defining the new ring.
Note: the second coordinate of T v is z
order for this to be holomorphic in z −1 and zu, necessarily for all i and l > i + j, b il = 0.
Thus for each i the number of non-zero b il is finite, but in general the number of i is still infinite. As mentioned earlier, the module under construction is finitely generated by polynomial vectors, so there exists an integer N , depending on p, such that for each vector under construction, i only varies from 0 to N . We set N to be the maximum degree of a term in p(u, zu) plus j.
Similarly we need upper bounds on the indices l for the a il . The first entry of T v is
Let m be the minimum u-degree occurring in p(u, zu). Then for each i < m, the coefficient of u i in the first entry of T v is l a il (zu) i z l−i+j . In order for this to be holomorphic in
term from the latter is a sum of the terms of the form
By the established bounds, whenever
in the first entry of T v, then if l + j − i > 0, necessarily a il = 0. Let n be the smallest power of x occurring in a term of p(x, y). The reasoning above shows that whenever l > i − j and l > i − n, then a il = 0. The first routine sets up these parameters depending on p, after which we will be able to define a ring with (finitely many) new variables a il , b il :
Input: polynomial p, non-negative integer j Output: m = minimum u-degree occurring in p(u,zu), N = upper bound on the index i of variables a il , b il , n = min{ j, smallest power of x occurring in p}.
A few words about the Macaulay2 syntax: -Macaulay2 commands may be optionally terminated by a semicolon, in which case no output appears on the screen. Inside a function declaration, however, such as in "ringparams" above, semicolons are mandatory for all except the last line. No semicolon at the end of the last line means that the function is returning the output of that last command.
-"{}" denotes an empty list.
-"!=" means "not equal" in "if" sentences.
-"==" means "equal" in "if" sentences; "=" is a regular assignment symbol. -The command "degree i" returns the list containing the degree of i. The number itself is "(degree i)_0" . -The function "apply" takes as its first parameter a list. With "apply(L, i -> (degree i)_0)" , Macaulay2 computes for each i ∈ L the degree of i, and returns an ordered list of these values.
With this we can now form a new ring over the base field with variables u, z, and the a il , b il , where i and l vary depending on the parameters as described above. For efficiency purposes, we naturally want as few variables as possible. Also, while we are defining these new variables, we may as well be constructing the polynomials a and b, (called apoly and bpoly below). However, in Macaulay2 one can put undeclared quantities (such as a il ) into a list, but one cannot multiply with undeclared quantities (such as with z l u i ), so instead we store the polynomials into a file (varfile) until the ring with the new variables is declared. The syntax with all the "<<" is specific to Macaulay2. Comments in Macaulay2 (not to be executed) are preceded by "--" . doring = (p,j) -> ( fff = "varfile" << " "; allvars = {}; fff << "bpoly = 0_R"; i = 0; while i <= N do ( l = 0; while l <= j + i do ( allvars = allvars | {b_(i,l)}; fff << "+ b_(" << i << "," << l << ")*u^" << i << "*z^" << l; l = l + 1; ); i = i + 1; ); fff << ";" << endl; fff << "apoly = 0_R"; i = 0; while i < m do ( l = 0; while l <= i -j do ( allvars = allvars | {a_(i,l)}; fff << "+ a_(" << i << "," << l << ")*u^" << i << "*z^" << l; l = l + 1; ); i = i + 1; ); while i <= N do ( l = 0; while l <= i -n do ( allvars = allvars | {a_(i,l)}; fff << "+ a_(" << i << "," << l << ")*u^" << i << "*z^" << l; l = l + 1; ); i = i + 1; ); fff << ";" << endl; --now "varfile" contains the declarations of apoly, bpoly allvars = reverse allvars; --other order preferred in the sequel cutvars = toList(a_(j+1,0)..a_(N,N+j)) | toList(b_(j+1,0)..b_(N,N+j)); cutvars = toList ((set cutvars) * (set allvars)); fff << "cutvars = " << toString cutvars << ";" << endl; fff << "allvars = " << toString allvars << ";" << endl; close fff; R = basefield[u,z,allvars]; load "varfile"; --now apoly, bpoly are declared in R F = map(R,S,{u,z*u}); pp = F(p); freeideal = ideal(allvars | {0_R}); ) Note that we also declared cutvars, a sublist of all the variables allvars, and an ideal freeideal. They consist of the subset of allvars for which the first index is at least j + 1. These will be explained later.
Next we start computing the relations on the a il , b il obtained from the restriction that
, we find the relations successively in the 0th, first, second, etc., neighborhoods. As the module M that we are constructing is finitely generated, we can stop in finitely many steps. We stop after N + max{j, m} steps.
At the same time we construct ideals nonfreeideal and relsideal. The latter ideal contains all the relations among the a il , b il defining M . By definition of M , all these relations are linear. The ideal nonfreeideal contains the leading term (variable) of each relation. At each step we also make substitutions in apoly and bpoly to incorporate the newly established relations. Specifically, all the leading terms of a relation get replaced by the rest of the relation. This also justifies the name "nonfreeideal". Note the appearance of cutvars above. Namely, the variables a il , b il with i > j will always be set to 0, unless otherwise forced by the relations in relsideal.
Finally, it remains to determine M . For each of the changeable variables in changeables, set that variable to 1 and all the others to 0 to get one of the generators of M . As the index varies over all the changeable variables, this produces a generating set of M as a module over F [u, z] .
However, what we want is a presentation matrix A of M as a module over
As u is a non-zerodivisor, the presentation matrix A of M is the same as the presentation matrix of u k M for arbitrary integer k. Thus we will first multiply the polynomials a and b (in the program called apoly, bpoly), by u N+j , so that all the terms in a and b are of the form x i y l = z l u i+l , with i and l non-negative. Thus we first need a subroutine RtoS which converts the (multiplied) a and b into polynomials in x and y, after which we give a new setvectors which presents M as an F [x, y]-module:
Input: a polynomial ppp in u and z Output: a "truncated" polynomial anstrunc in x and y such that anstrunc(u, zu) = ppp', where ppp' is that part of ppp for which this can be done. The output of the last routine is the presentation matrix of the module M . Finally, we have to determine Q, the cokernel of the canonical map from M to its double dual. This is accomplished as follows.
If an n×m matrix A presents a finitely generated R-module M , then by left-exactness of the Hom functor, the dual Hom R (M, R) is the kernel of the transpose of A. Macaulay2 presents this as image of t vectors in R n , and the Macaulay2 command generators kernel transpose A returns an n × t matrix B whose columns generate the dual of M . The command presentation kernel transpose A instead returns a presentation matrix of the dual of M . Then as in the construction of the dual, the double dual of M is the kernel of the transpose of the presentation matrix of the dual of M . The natural image of M in its double dual is the image of the transpose of the matrix B. This justifies the following:
Input: a matrix A (with entries in S) Output: the degree of the cokernel Q of the map from the cokernel of A into its double dual. When Q has finite length, the degree is its length. avars = prepend(a_(i,l) ,avars); fff << "+ a_(" << i << "," << l << ")*u^"<<i<< "*z^"<<l+Z; k = max {k,i+l}; l = l + 1; ); i = i + 1; ); fff << ";" << endl; fff << "avars = " << toString avars << ";" << endl;
--this finishes the declaration of the cocycle variables dvars = {}; fff << "dTpoly = 0_T"; i = 0; while i <= N -m do ( l = 0; while ((l <= j+i) and (l <= Z)) do ( dvars = prepend(D_(i,l),dvars); fff << "+ D_(" << i << "," << l << ")*u^"<<i<< "*z^"<<l+Z; l = l + 1; ); i = i + 1; ); fff << ";" << endl; fff << "dvars = " << toString dvars << ";" << endl; close fff; T = basefield [u,z,dvars,avars] ; F = map(T,S,{u,z*u}); pp = F(p); load "varfile"; --this makes the program recognize aTpoly, dTpoly (z^j*aTpoly + pp*dTpoly) % u^(N+1) )
Note that the polynomial aTpoly -once loaded from the file varfile -is equal to il a il u i z l+Z . Namely, we multiplied the "true" polynomial a in z −1 , u by z Z to obtain a true polynomial in u, z. Thus aTpoly lives in the newly defined polynomial ring T.
Similarly, dTpoly lives in the ring T.
The previous function, doring, returns the truncated polynomial (z j * aT poly + pp * dT poly)%u N+1 . This is the first entry of T (a, d) (multiplied by z Z ). Whenever z j * a+pp * d is in z −1 , zu, then (a, 0) is a coboundary. Thus determining the module of coboundaries (a, 0) means to force the variables d il in d to make z j * a + pp * d holomorphic in z −1 , zu whenever possible. This is accomplished by the following function:
Input: the truncated polynomial (z j * aTpoly + pp * dTpoly) % u N+1 a non-negative integer j (and Z from routine doring). Output: a list cobounds of linear polynomials in a il , d il involving some variable d il , which are forced to be zero. isbound = (tempoly, j) -> ( ZZZZ = apply(avars, i -> i => 0); cobounds = {}; while tempoly != 0 do ( tempterm = leadTerm tempoly; i = (listForm tempterm)_0_0_0; --u exponent l = (listForm tempterm)_0_0_1; --z exponent ppoly = tempoly -(tempoly % (u^i*z^l)); --ppoly is the part of tempoly consisting of terms with u^i z^l tempoly = tempoly -ppoly; if l > i + Z then ( ppoly = ppoly // (u^i*z^l); --ppoly is now linear in a, d, does not involve u and z tempterm = leadTerm(ppoly); tempcoef = leadCoefficient(tempterm); --tempterm is tempcoeff times a variable --this variable is forced to make ppoly zero: SSSS = {tempterm // tempcoef => (tempterm -ppoly) // tempcoef}; tempoly = substitute(tempoly, SSSS); cobounds = apply(cobounds, i-> substitute(i,SSSS)); if ppoly != substitute(ppoly, ZZZZ) then cobounds = cobounds | {ppoly}; ); ); cobounds )
It remains to count the length:
Input: the list cobounds of linear polynomials which need to be zero (and avars, dvars). Output: returns the length of R 1 . countdim = (cobounds) -> ( ZZZZ = apply(dvars, i -> i => 0); aboundvars = {}; --aboundvars collects all avars variables which --contribute to the module of coboundaries i = #cobounds; l = 0; while l < i do ( ppoly = cobounds_l; if #terms ppoly > 1 then aboundvars = aboundvars | (terms substitute(ppoly,ZZZZ)); l = l + 1; ); if #avars == 0 then ccnum = 0; if #avars != 0 then ( J = ideal append(aboundvars, 0_T); ccnum = #flatten entries mingens ideal apply(avars, i -> i % J); ); ccnum )
We now localize on the exceptional divisor. A vector (a, 0) as in the previous section need not be a coboundary, but for some unit r in C[ [u, z] ], the vector (ra, 0) may be a coboundary. For the localization, in all the cases, it suffices to take r to be just the polynomial p(u, zu) divided by u m z M , where u m and z M are the largest powers of u and z, respectively, dividing p(u, zu). The reason this gives the correct result is that the exceptional divisor is given on the U -chart by the equation u = 0 and on the V -chart by the equation zu = 0. Therefore we want to localize on the ideal < u, zu > and this is accomplished by dividing by u m and z M u M . The algorithm that gives us holomorphic r is called ratlpoly below.
ELIZABETH: is it really clear that r should work and not r 5 ?
Irena: If r is a unit, so is r 5 .
ELIZABETH: yes, I know. But in the algorithm, the question is how you clear the denominators, with r or with r 5 . I always just take r, and it seems to work.
Input: a polynomial p (with entries in S) and a non-negative integer j Output: returns the (local) length of R 1 .
Ronecomputer = (p,j) -> ( ringparams(p,j); doring(p,j); --this returned the polynomial isboundpoly before --next comes the new definition of isboundpoly ratlpoly = pp // u^m; mz = min apply(L, i -> (listForm i)_0_0_1); --minimum z degree in pp --L was defined in ringparams if pp == 0 then mz = 0; ratlpoly = ratlpoly // z^mz; if substitute(ratlpoly, {u => 0, z => 0}) == 0_T then ratlpoly = 1; isboundpoly = (z^j*ratlpoly*aTpoly + pp*dTpoly) % u^(N+1); countdim(isbound(isboundpoly,j)) )
Macaulay2 code for Milnor and Tjurina numbers
For completeness we include Macaulay2 code for computing the Milnor and Tjurina numbers of curves/polynomials p in a polynomial ring S:
Input: a polynomial p (with entries in S) Output: returns the Milnor number Milnor = (p) -> ( jac = minors(1,jacobian ideal (p)); if codim jac < dim S then return "Milnor number not defined"; Mideal = jac : saturate(jac); degree coker gens Mideal )
Note that Mideal is the primary component of the Jacobian ideal corresponding to the prime ideal generated by all the variables in S.
Input: a polynomial p (with entries in S) Output: returns the Tjurina number Tjurina = (p) -> ( jac = minors(1,jacobian ideal (p)); if codim jac < dim S then return "Tjurina number not defined"; Mideal = (jac + ideal(p)) : saturate((jac + ideal(p))); degree coker gens Mideal )
